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It is now all too apparent that the presence of well-functioning health systems is a prerequisite for progress in global health. Yet, while we may know what we need to achieve in creating such systems, we know much less about how to do so. Health systems are complex, dynamic systems existing in a world characterized by limited resources and changing demands. They are designed by humans, with all their strengths and weaknesses, and are easily thrown off course by events that may be entirely unpredictable. Think, for a minute, of the transformation of health care delivery that has resulted from the emergence of AIDS.

In this book, an international team of authors have sought to understand how five countries have made progress towards the ultimate goal of Good health at low cost in recent decades (and what has happened to others that were viewed as successes 25 years ago). They take a holistic approach, demonstrating the strengths of collaboration across disciplines and continents. In doing so, they provide important lessons for other countries seeking to emulate success.

Although each of the health systems they study is unique, it is possible to discern some common factors, such as political vision and the ability to mobilize all those who can contribute to better health care and, ultimately, health. Faced with a shortage of financial and human resources, these health systems embrace innovation. They are responsive to the changing needs of their populations while maintaining continuity over time. They combine resilience with flexibility and have developed mechanisms that allow them to learn from the past and anticipate the future. Yet health systems are, essentially, collections of people. This book contains examples of individuals who have been able to seize opportunities and implement solutions to seemingly intractable problems, adapting them to the national context.

This book provides many immediate lessons for those seeking to strengthen health systems, but it also provides an agenda for future research. There is still much that we do not understand. It also provides a rich resource for teaching, which will support the development of the next generation of health policy
analysts and practitioners that the world so needs. I am delighted that the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine and its network of collaborators in many countries has had the opportunity to be associated with this exercise and I look forward to following its impact over the next 25 years.

Peter Piot  
*Director LSHTM*

In a 1975 article on ‘The changing relation between mortality and level of economic development’, Samuel Preston described the characteristic log-liner curve in which at lower levels of income, relatively small increases in income are associated with larger gains in life expectancy than at greater levels of development. The relation held for data in the 1900s, 1930s and the 1960s. It further noted an upward shift over time, which suggested factors other than income accounted for 80% plus of the gains. The ‘Preston curves’ have held subsequently always showing a number of countries doing even better than expected.

With this work in mind, the Rockefeller Foundation brought together a team in 1985 including a new generation of health policy experts to ask how some countries were able to achieve much better health outcomes than would be expected given their limited resources. The ‘positive deviants’ at this time were China, Costa Rica, Cuba, the Indian state of Kerala, and Sri Lanka. The result was a seminal report entitled *Good health at low cost*. This iconic report highlighted the importance of political commitment to health, sustained investment, the pursuit of equity, community engagement and action on the wider determinants of health.

Twenty-five years on, as the Foundation developed its Transforming Health Systems initiative, it decided that it was time to revisit these issues on the comparative performance of different health systems. How had the countries included in the original study fared since the original study? How well had the lessons been learned? Are the lessons learned years ago still relevant in the new era of global health? What new lessons could be drawn from countries that had made more recent progress towards *Good health at low cost*?
This book provides many of the answers to these questions. An international team of authors, including a new generation of health policy experts, has assembled a detailed set of studies that brings us up to date on the original countries and adds five more. Based on a practical conceptual framework linking health systems to health, they confirm the enduring importance of the issues identified in the original report. However, looking across time reveals there are many distinct pathways to *Good health at low cost*. Each of the pathways is shaped by individuals, institutions, events and national context. These broad perspectives remind us of the importance of looking beyond the health sector itself, both to understand the wider determinants of health and the influences that shape health system design.

The Rockefeller Foundation is pleased to have supported this work. It is extremely timely, appearing just when many countries are facing years of economic austerity. We hope that it will stimulate a vigorous debate among academics, policy-makers, and practitioners from which will emerge innovative thinking on the most appropriate and cost-effective ways to improve health outcomes for those most in need.

Ariel Pablos-Méndez

*The Rockefeller Foundation*
This project would not have been possible without the intellectual and methodological contributions of all the partners, each of whom provided valuable insights and ideas but also contributed time and effort to enable an understanding of what was happening in situations where data were often scarce. We are particularly grateful to the Thai team for their quantitative work that underpinned the initial discussions.

We are indebted to the Steering Committee for their generous and continuous support, challenging our emerging ideas and contributing their detailed knowledge and interpretations to the country chapters. In addition, Lucy Gilson was instrumental in helping us to identify research priorities, frame research questions, and identify appropriate study designs. Gill Walt provided many thoughtful comments and injected a degree of helpful pragmatism at all stages of the project.

The project was instigated and funded by the Rockefeller Foundation, who identified the importance of conducting research on aspects of health systems that are hotly debated but often poorly documented. We would particularly like to thank Ariel Pablos-Mendes, Stefan Nachuk, Lily Dorment and Mushtak Chowdhury for their continual support and stimulating ideas. Miriam Rabkin from Columbia University contributed to the initial formulation of research questions and approach. We look forward to continuing to work with them in the future.

External participants in our meeting in Bellagio in August 2010 included Scott Halstead, who led the original Good health at low cost report published in 1985, Joe Kutzin, Abraham Mengistu and Margaret Whitehead, all of whom helped us to strengthen the analytical rigour of the project and to distil its key messages within the framework established by the original report.

Simon Cousens, Mushtak Khan, Kent Ranson, Carine Ronsmans and Nicola Watt all provided valuable comments on specific draft chapters.
Our technical editors, Joanne McManus, Wendy Wisbaum, Jane Ward and Elizabeth Hoile, have made a huge contribution to clarifying the messages in the book. Sarah Moncrieff went well beyond the duties expected of a designer and we benefited greatly from her wealth of expertise.

Administrative support was provided by the LSHTM team headed by Nicola Lord, Programmes Co-ordinator in the Department of Global Health and Development; we also benefited from the wisdom of Jonathan North with the production process and from the energy of Loveday Penn-Kekana and Benjamin Palafox in helping to pull together the final product. We are grateful to the Thai team who organized an analytical workshop in Bangkok in March 2010, which brought all the partners together and helped to identify cross-cutting themes emerging from the research.

We are also grateful to many former MSc students at LSHTM, especially Jenny Maisoneuve, Adele Fox, Julia Rahman, Hamsadvani Kuganantham, Sidney Sunwoo and Aftab Mukhi, who undertook MSc dissertations on topics related to the project. Interactions with them helped us to explore alternative approaches and flesh out research areas that were beyond the scope of the book, but are important in individual country settings.

_Dina Balabanova, Martin McKee and Anne Mills_  
_July 2011, London_
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